Apple iPhone 6 v/s iPhone 5s (Layman's terms)
Phone
Capacity and Price
Weight
Display

Chip
CPU

Camera

iPhone 6
Unlocked
16GB $649
64GB $749
128GB $849
129 grams
Retina HD display
4.7-inch (diagonal)
1334 x 750 pixels

iPhone 5s
Unlocked
16GB $549
32GB $599
128GB Not Available
112 grams
Retina Display
4.0-inch (diagonal)
1135 x 640 pixels

So if you look at 16GB model, you can get
iPh 6 just by spending $100 more. So it is not
costly
So iPh 6 is just 17 grams heavier
HD display is missing in iPh 5s
Net screen size

Display Zoom

Not available

Display Zoom allows you to choose how you
would like to view your iPhone. Standard fits
more information on the screen. Zoom
shows larger text and controls.

Shatter proof glass

Corning Gorilla Glass

Shatter proof glass is more durable, nearly
non breakable and works great in sun light
as compared to Coring Gorilla Glass.

A8 with 64-bit archi.

A7 with 64-bit archi

A8 is more better than A7 in terms of its
speed and processing capabilities.

Dual-core 1.4 GHz
Cyclone (ARM v8based)
8-megapixel iSight
camera with geotagging
Panorama (up to 43
megapixels)
Slo-mo video (120 fps
or 240 fps)
Auto HDR for photos
and videos

Dual-core 1.3 GHz
I guess it is self explainatory. Off course 1.4
Cyclone (ARM v8-based) GHz is better than 1.3 GHz.
8-megapixel iSight
camera

Nearly but not exactly same. I mean how
many times we use geo-tagging?

Panorama

iPh 6's captures better panaromic view.

Slo-mo video (120 fps)

Higher Frames Per Second, better the vido
quality.

Auto HDR for photos

Apple Pay

Pay with your iPhone
using Touch ID in
stores and in apps

Not available

NFC

NFC (Apple Pay only)

Not available

Battery
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Comments

It is a mobile payment service that lets
certain Apple mobile devices make
payments at retail and online checkout.

Non-removable Li-Po Non-removable Li-Po
1810 mAh battery (6.9 1560 mAh battery (5.92
Wh)
Wh)
Talk time up to 14 hrs. Talk time up to 10 hrs.
(3G)
(3G)
Music play up to 50
Music play up to 40 hrs.
hrs.
Stand by time up to 10 days (250 hrs.)
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